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a wild ride
The brainchild of philanthropist Madeline Pickens, Mustang Monument is part adventure resort, part rescue
relief for America’s iconic horse. Through her foundation, Saving America’s Mustangs, Pickens purchases the
free-roaming horses marked for slaughter by the government and moves them to her private property, which
stretches across 900 acres in Wells, Montana. Here, from June through September, the resort offers a host of
activities, including archery, roping lessons, and horseback riding, while for those inclined more toward relaxation
than excursion, in-tipi or al fresco spa treatments like the hydrating Ecopeptide Youth Restorative Facial ($185)
are sure to appeal. Desert-chic accommodations consist of 300-square-foot Tipis—lit by solar lanterns—that
feature a mixture of tribal prints, plush furnishings, and hardwood floors; the tipis are flanked by private bath
structures with rain showers and claw-foot tubs ($880 a night for single occupancy, and from $1,000 for double
occupancy). Brand new one- and two-bedroom Safari Cabins—used during spring and fall seasons—come with
wood-burning fireplaces for chilly nights (prices available upon request). While the kids are busy in the gameequipped playroom tipis, try your luck at one of the poker tables at 26’ Bar tipis, a collection of lounges that serve
Wild West-worthy libations like the Cowboy Margarita, a fusion of beer and tequila. The Meeting Place Saloon
houses the kitchen—offering cuisine influenced by Native American and Western culinary traditions and crafted
from locally sourced ingredients—plus a stage and a dance floor that is sure to inspire impromptu line dancing.
tipi / mustang monument

Contact: Sales and Marketing Manager Kristina Carlson, (858) 759-5507;
kcarlson@savingamericasmustangs.com; www.mustangmonument.com

Into the Wild
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Contact: Director of Services Jairo Quesada, 506-2479-1600;

color and movement is simple, CEO Vincent Perriard told us that

jairo.quesada@arenalnayara.com; www.nayarasprings.com

even subtle changes introduce a whole new raft of challenges.
In the H2 movement, the remarkable micro-pumps are rotated

plunge pool / nayara springs

outwards slightly, but the new placement created an entirely new
pressure formula to control the indicating fluid. And changing indicator color from the original neon yellow-green to blue or red
means a whole new molecular composition of the fluid itself to
calibrate. It’s not just water and oil in the HYT watches, and cognoscenti of horological engineering will no doubt appreciate the
effort, and the style.

Contact: Cellini in New York, (212) 888-0505;
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